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What is Swarm
Autonomy and
Why is it Important?
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Autonomy,
Starts with Mobility
In society, autonomy often refers to
the ability of a rational individual to
make mature, uncoerced decisions.
When it comes to robotics, it refers
to the machines that have a high
degree of ability to act or perform
tasks with its core computing power
without human intervention ‒ we
call it“the Core Autonomy.”

For example, factory robots need to know the precise
location of the next process to be fulﬁlled by the task
assignment. In more advanced factories (such as a smart
factory), it may also need to move around and smoothly
connect inbound and outbound processes with moving
AGVs (automated guided vehicles). Additionally, an
autonomous robot can usually exhibit intelligence such as
mobility, AI, and precise control actions, such as from more
advanced autonomous mobile robots (AMRs) designed to
deal with unpredictable variables.

Some modern industrial robots can
work autonomously if they are
restricted to a directly related work
environment or task. However, the
surrounding environment of an
industrial robot is often noisy,
chaotic, and does not abide by the
same restrictions. As a result, this
adds unpredictable variables to the
operation of the robot.

Figure:
An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) is an example of
Core Autonomy that usually exhibits intelligence such as
mobility, AI, and precise control actions.
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Swam Autonomy,
the Future of Autonomous
Mobile Robots

Swarm Autonomy is exhibited by connecting the Core Autonomy units (autonomous robots)
together. It was inspired by the discipline of swarm intelligence, which observes the behavior of
social insects. Swarm Autonomy was discovered by adding communication capabilities to the
behavior of individual robots. This enabled complex group behaviors, such as the ability to
autonomously decentralize and collaborate like living things and take collaborative and collective
actions through the interaction between robots as well as with the surrounding environment.

Figure:
A Swarm Robotic System can
control large-scale robot
formations in a smart factory.

A robotic system based on Swarm Autonomy is called a Swarm Robotic System. These systems can carry
out large-scale robot formations in a smart factory. The characteristics of Swarm Autonomy include:
˙Awareness: Combines the local data sensed by the robots in a swarm into a global perspective,
allowing the swarm to make collective decisions such as avoiding obstacles or other robots.
˙Solidarity: Allows a swarm of robots to autonomously classify tasks and to allocate an appropriate
robot or group to perform a speciﬁc task.
˙Dynamic reconﬁguration: Allows task replication/replacement by any robot to optimize performance,
so that any faults caused by deﬁciencies from individual robots can be recovered automatically.
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Increasing Productivity,
Reducing Costs, and
Optimizing Portability
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Traditionally, a robot ﬂeet control system is a
coordinated operation method for a group
robot systems composed of many relatively
simple robots. It adopts a centralized model
and only uses local communication to connect
to robots, such as a factory's AGVs. Unlike
common centralized robot systems, swarm
robot technology-enabled AMRs (autonomous
Mobile Robots) sometimes use advanced
technology such as 5G and WiFi 6 for reliable
peer-to-peer communication to accommodate
the diversity of robots. This promotes
scalability to accurately predict and design
how to act as a group based on the functions
assigned to individual units.
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AMRs will ultimately be deployed at
large scale in smart factories to

transport over long distances.
Controlling AMRs will require ﬂexible
and decentralized, robotic ﬂeet
management systems to dispatch tasks
eﬃciently with reliable communication
technology such as DDS(distributed
data service) to ensure smooth
operation and performance. A robotic
ﬂeet management system adopting
swarm autonomy, such as FARobot’s
Swarm Core, can increase productivity
and reduce the total cost of operations.
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By adopting 5G-enabled industrial wireless communication as a private 5G network, the
system is capable of supporting the wide range of communication requirements between
AMRs, operators, machines, and sensors, with high reliability, low latency, long transmission
distance, multiple application scenarios, and optimal portability for a smart factory.

Figure:
A Private 5G+DDS-enabled Swarm Autonomy system can
increase productivity and reduce the total cost of
operations to optimize proﬁtability.

The Data Distribution Service (DDS) is a networking
middleware that simpliﬁes complex network programming. It
has greatly improved the disadvantages of the traditional
client/server architecture by adopting the pub/sub
architecture for distributed peer-to-peer communication.
Featuring excellent stability and reliability, DDS as a
middleware requires only a small installation cost for
traditional factories without the need to replace the existing
hardware facilities and equipment.
Learn More
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Changing the Way
of Moving People
and Things
As the robotics industry continues to grow, the development of techniques to build smarter robots more
quickly is at the forefront of innovation. However, technological advances do not solve all the problems.
The global pandemic has forced businesses to reconsider their organizational structures in response to
the eﬀects, such as employees working remote, e-commerce logistics, warehousing, and shipping.
Because of these factors, there has been an exponential increase in the demand for mobile connectivity.
These challenges call for new technologies such as 5G and AMRs to make operations more responsive to
new requirements. Swarm Autonomy is not just a technology for robots, but an idea that may someday
change the way we move things, or even people.
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